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he pharmaceutical industry is at a turning point 
in its adoption of new social media tools and 
applications for communication with healthcare 
professionals, consumers, patients, policy-

makers, and payers. Practically every pharma-
ceutical company has launched a social media 
project or application of one sort or another (see the 
“Pharma and Healthcare Social Media Wiki” for an 
up-to-date list; http://goo.gl/yMurY). To be sure, not 
all these efforts take full advantage of social media 
tools, most notably the ability to have two-way 
conversations. For that to happen, says the industry, 
FDA guidance is needed. 

Yet, the long-awaited social media guidance from the 
FDA⎯whenever it arrives (it may not arrive in 2011; 
see Timeline entry for 1-June-11)⎯may turn out to 
be nothing more than a stamp of approval on activ-
ities in which the industry is currently engaged. 
Practically every issue that FDA guidance is 
expected to address has already been handled 
independently by a few pioneering pharmaceutical 
companies. Rather than waiting for FDA’s anti 
climatic guidelines, Pharmaguy (@pharmaguy on 
Twitter, aka John Mack, Publisher of Pharma 
Marketing News and author of this article) decided to 
publish The Pharmaguy Social Media Timeline now, 
at a time when the industry already has set 
precedents in every social media application.  

Social Media Defined 
What is “social media?” Is it something new or just 
old wine in a new bottle? I ask that question because 
many people see social media as a new way for 
pharmaceutical companies to “engage in two-way 
conversation” with their customers online. Yet online 
conversations were happening at the dawn of the 
Internet and the pharmaceutical industry was invol-
ved in these conversations in one way or another at 
least since 1994 when online communities such as 
Physicians Online and Mediconsult (a patient com-
munity) hosted disease-awareness and support 
conversations sponsored by pharmaceutical com-
panies. 

But social media as we know it today can be said to 
have been born with the rise of Blogger, Facebook, 
Youtube and Twitter. These applications have en-
abled widespread use of the Internet by patients, 
consumers, and physicians to discuss healthcare 
issues. According to a PEW Internet survey, 34% of 
internet users, or 25% of adults, have read someone 
else’s commentary or experience about health or 
medical issues on an online news group, website or 
blog. In addition, 25% of Internet users, or 19% of 
adults, have watched an online video about health or 
medical issues. It is estimated that over 600 million  

people worldwide have a Facebook page. Numbers 
like these make social media very attractive to 
advertisers, including pharmaceutical advertisers.  

A Little History of Social Media 
To put pharma’s use of these social media tools into 
perspective, it is necessary to review the history of 
these specific applications. Let’s start with blogs, 
which started the current social media phenom. 

The term “blog” is a term that was coined in 1999 as 
a shortened version of the term “web log.” Obviously, 
blogging is the activity of writing online logs of ideas, 
activities, thoughts, and whatever else a person 
wishes to keep a record of and share with others. 
Most blogs allow readers to submit comments and 
carry on conversations about issues raised in the 
blog or just to share experiences.  

Blogging became mainstream in 2003 when Google 
purchased blogger.com. This allowed many millions 
of ordinary people to create their own blogs. Pharma 
Marketing Blog, for example, was started in January 
2005. Many of the entries in The Pharmaguy Social 
Media Timeline refer back to posts made to that blog 
over the past 6 years.  

Facebook was incorporated in 2004. It originally 
limited membership to college students, but on 
September 26, 2006, Facebook opened its doors to 
everyone with a valid e-mail address. As of January 
2011, Facebook has more than 600 million active 
users.  

Facebook users create profiles that include photos 
and other personal information. The social media 
aspect of Facebook involves “friending” by which 
users allow friends to post messages to their 
Facebook “wall” and keep notified of new information 
posted to their Facebook pages. As mentioned in 
Wikipedia, users can also “create and join interest 
groups and ‘like pages,’ some of which are 
maintained by organizations as a means of 
advertising.” Advertising, of course, is of great 
interest to pharmaceutical companies and hence 
their interest in Facebook. 

In March 2006, Twitter was launched. As you no 
doubt already know, Twitter is a “micro-blogging” 
platform that enables users to send and read text-
based messages called tweets. It’s “micro” in the 
sense that tweets are limited to 140 characters. 
According to a Wikipedia entry, “the tipping point for 
Twitter's popularity was the 2007 South by South-
west (SXSW) festival. During the event, Twitter 
usage increased from 20,000 tweets per day to 
60,000. Today, Twitter has over 200 million 
registered 
users. 

T 
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YouTube is a video-sharing service that was created 
in February 2005, by two former PayPal employees 
with backing from investors. Registered users may 
upload videos and viewers may submit comments, 
including video comments. Google acquired 
YouTube in 2006 and since then YouTube videos 
are featured among Google search results. In fact, 
YouTube is the number 2 search site, hence its im-
portance to pharmaceutical marketers.  

Wikipedia also plays a role in The Pharmaguy Social 
Media Timeline. Wikipedia is a free, web-based, 
collaborative, multilingual encyclopedia project 
supported by the non-profit Wikimedia Foundation. 
Its name is a blend of the words wiki (a technology 
for creating collaborative websites, from the Hawai-
ian word wiki, meaning "quick") and encyclopedia. 
Launched in 2001, Wikipedia includes over 18 million 
articles, almost all of which can be edited by anyone 
with access to the site. It’s a tempting target for 
pharmaceutical company employees who wish to 
correct what they perceive to be “misinformation” 
about the products their companies promote (see 
Timeline entry for 29-Aug-2007). 

What’s Included in the Timeline 
Entries in The Pharmaguy Social Media Timeline 
were chosen by Pharmaguy to represent what he 
considers to be important or memorable events that 
had an impact on the use of social media by the 
global pharmaceutical industry. The focus is mainly 
on uses of social media for commercial purposes, 
i.e., sales and marketing. Most entries are “firsts” or 
precedent-setting events. Some readers may be take 
exception and know of earlier or more relevant 
events.  

Timeline events fall into several specific categories, 
including: 

• Blog related events 
• Facebook related events 
• FDA Regulation events 
• Online Discussion Board (other than Facebook) 

events 
• YouTube related events 
• Wikipedia related events 
• Twitter related events 
• Events related to non-FDA policies & guidelines 

Each entry includes a date, an event category, an 
event title, a brief description of the event, comments 
from Pharmaguy, and links to more information on 
Pharma Marketing Blog or elsewhere. Some events 
are embellished with images as well. 

Unless there is a social media Judgment Day when 
the “true believers” will experience the “rapture” and 
rise to social media “heaven,” The Pharmaguy Social 
Media Timeline will never have a well-defined 
endpoint. Consequently, updates will have to be 
made from time to time. The best way to do this is 
using Google Docs online where you can find the 
most up-to-date version of the timeline (see 
http://bit.ly/PGSMtimeline).  

Thanks to Steven Maimes of SALAM Research 
(www.salamresearch.com) for helping identify some 
important entries to be included in The Pharmaguy 
Social Media Timeline. 

You are encouraged to submit corrections, additions 
or comments online here: http://goo.gl/3kEa9  

Pharma Marketing News 
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Date Event Type Event Description                                  The Pharmaguy Social Media Timeline™  

14-Jul-05 Blog Pharmaguy calls for pharmaceutical companies to start blogging  
 
"Pharma companies should start blogs and have employees contribute. This may 
give the industry a credible voice to counteract all the outside voices railed against 
it," said Pharmaguy. Since then, several pharmaceutical companies have launched 
corporate blogs and a few – most notably Johnson & Johnson’s JNJBTW and 
Pfizer’s Think Science Now Blog – have included “guest posts” from various 
employees, usually research scientists. While some blogs have shut down when 
the pioneers who started them left the companies (e.g., CNTO411), JNJBTW has 
survived (to date) the loss of its founder, Marc Monseau, when he left the company 
in May 2011.  
 
See “Transparency: A New Voice for Pharma” (http://goo.gl/WjmhZ).  

11-Aug-05 Blog First admission by the pharmaceutical industry that blogs may have an 
impact on its business.  
 
Billy Tauzin, former CEO of PhRMA (U.S. drug industry trade association), in 
response to FDA's proposal for a Drug Watch site, said, "I'd rather have them (FDA) 
doing it than some blogger" on the Internet.  
 
See "Bloggers Worry Pharma More Than FDA" (http://goo.gl/GS0aN).  

13-Sep-05 FDA 
Regulation 

FDA mentions interest in "new technologies" used for direct-to-consumer 
(DTC) promotions 
 
In an announcement of a public hearing in the Federal Register, FDA hints that it is 
interested in the impact of "new technologies" on DTC regulation: "As new com-
munication technologies emerge, they create opportunities for novel approaches to 
DTC promotion. What issues should the agency consider with regard to the effect of 
these technologies on DTC promotion? ...  The agency is interested in hearing the 
public's views on these promotional techniques and the issues they raise." Regard-
ing what was discussed at the actual hearing, Pharmaguy noted “just as PhRMA 
neglected to mention the Internet in its DTC guidelines, the FDA also forgot about 
the Internet during its hearings on DTC.”  
 
See "FDA May Follow PhRMA's Lead on DTC" (http://goo.gl/1UPYU).  

3-Feb-06 Blog Pharma company takes action to shut down an unofficial product blog 
 
Pharmaguy sends letter to Lilly regarding a rogue blog site (www.cialisblog.com) 
that was using the Cialis logo and thus misrepresenting the brand. A few days later 
Lilly counsel responds "Thank you for your note regarding the site at 
www.cialisblog.com. We monitor the Internet on a regular basis and take action as 
appropriate to prevent the unauthorized use of our trademarks by third parties. We 
are aware of this site and will follow up according to our standard processes." The 
blog removed the logo but continued to function for some time afterward.  
 
See "Cialis Blog Shut Down" (http://goo.gl/Uupbt).  

 
Continues on next page… 
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Date Event Type Event Description                                  The Pharmaguy Social Media Timeline™  

1-Apr-06 Discussion 
Board 

First pharmaceutical website that includes a discussion board  

 
Launched by GSK, QuestionEverything.com allowed consumers to ask questions 
and have an online conversation among themselves and with experts. GSK said the 
purpose of the site was to offer peer support and professional advice to dieters and 
to "dispel the many myths about dieting, exercise and fraudulent weight loss 
products." The site, which was set up in anticipation of FDA approval of Alli, GSK's 
over-the-counter (OTC) diet pill, collected personal information of registered users. 
It was a prelude to the AlliConnect blog, the first pharma OTC product blog. 
Pharmaguy said, "Questioneverything.com is one of those stealthy sites that will 
never compete with true 'consumer-generated sites.'" 
 
See "Question Everything" (http://goo.gl/4TovY).  

1-Oct-06 YouTube Probably the first pharma-sponsored YouTube video directed at consumers 
 

GSK (UK) sponsors "My Dad has Restless Leg 
Syndrome" YouTube video, which includes a 
message at the end stating that "My dad is one 
of a Million people in the UK who suffer from 
RESTLESS LEG SYNDROME." 
 
See "GSK's YouTube Disease Awareness 
Sponsorship" (http://goo.gl/P957e) and 
“YouPharma(tm): A Brave New World of 
Marketing?" (http://goo.gl/rIYLt). 
 

Continues on next page… 
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Date Event Type Event Description                                  The Pharmaguy Social Media Timeline™  

30-Oct-06 Policy HealthTrain, the Open Healthcare Manifesto published  
 
The HealthTrain Manifesto was a “vision and action campaign to really put 
healthcare blogging on the map." Patterned after the ClueTrain Manifesto, which 
was written in 1999.  
 
See "[NOW BOARDING] HealthTrain, the Open Healthcare Manifesto" 
(http://goo.gl/PMaEo).  

16-Nov-06 FDA 
Regulation 

First instance of the "one-click rule" debated in an open forum  
 
At an industry conference, a Google presenter encouraged the use of an Adword 
format that included the drug brand name and indication BUT not including the fair 
balance (major side effects) saying the side effects were just “one-click” away. 
Pharmaguy challenged the speaker and said such ads violate FDA regulations. 
Pharmaguy had previously pointed out the problem in a blog post titled "Lunesta, 
Google, and 'bAdWords'" (see http://goo.gl/0kG4E).  
 
See "The 'Girl from Google'" (http://goo.gl/VeTHO).  

11-Dec-06 Blog First Healthcare Blogging Summit 
 
This summit⎯attended mostly by healthcare system administrators plus 2 or 3 
pharma people⎯was co-located with the larger Consumer Health World conference 
in Washington, DC. Dmitriy Kruglyak, CEO of Trusted.MD, organized the summit. 
“Physicians really started the healthcare blogosphere,” said Fard Johnmar, a 
consultant.  
 
See "Physician Blogging - Survey Results" (http://goo.gl/oQZQP).  

18-Dec-06 FDA 
Regulation 

First public call for FDA to look at drug promotion on the Internet  
 

The issue of whether or not the FDA will 
regulate pharmaceutical promotion via blogs 
came up during the second Healthcare 
Blogging Summit. "The image that comes to my 
mind," said Pharmaguy, "is an ostrich with its 
head in a hole in the ground." An audience 
member suggested that a different hole was 
more appropriate. Later, on Pharma Marketing 
Blog, Pharmaguy said, "FDA should be taking a 
closer look at drug promotion via the Internet."  
 
See "Where's DDMAC's Head At?", which 
includes a discussion of and link to the1996 
FDA public hearings on the Internet 
(http://goo.gl/I9Ksz).  

 
 

Continues on next page… 
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Date Event Type Event Description                                  The Pharmaguy Social Media Timeline™  

29-Mar-07 Blog Blogger focus group hosted by a pharmaceutical company  
 

 
 
A dinner/”summit” is hosted by Johnson & Johnson’s Director of Media Relations, 
Marc Monseau, at Beppe, a small but trendy Italian restaurant on 22nd Street in 
New York City. "The aim of the meeting was for J&J to learn about pharma 
bloggers, who we are, how we work, and whether the company should get involved 
in blogging in any way." 
 
See “J&J HOSTS BLOGGER SUMMIT. MUCH WINE CONSUMED” 
(http://goo.gl/cDwou) and “Should We Dine at Pharma’s Table?” 
(http://goo.gl/tJ5A0).  

9-Apr-07 Discussion 
Board/Blog 

Pharma executive loses job after his misdeeds were exposed via social media 
  
AstraZeneca’s sales executive Michael Zubillaga was fired after Café Pharma⎯a 
pharma sales rep discussion board⎯and a blogger disclosed that he told his sales 
reps “there is a big bucket of money sitting in every [doctor’s] office. Every time you 
go in, you reach your hand in the bucket and grab a handful.” Pharmaguy said, "If a 
major pharmaceutical company cannot even oversee what employees say in an 
edited, limited distribution, print newsletter, how can you expect any pharmaceutical 
company to manage an employee blog?" 
 
See "The Zubillaga Affair: Effect on the Prospects for Pharma Blogging" 
(http://goo.gl/iM7xl).  

4-Jun-07 Blog Launch of the first pharmaceutical corporate blog  
 
The blog JNJ BTW was launched by Johnson & Johnson’s Director of Corporate 
Communications, Marc Monseau. “Everyone else is talking about our company, so 
why can’t we?” said Monseau. The blog accepts comments and its policy carves 
out what comments it won’t publish: “We generally won’t post comments about 
products that are sold by the Johnson & Johnson operating companies...comments 
that pertain to ongoing legal matters or regulatory issues are unlikely to be posted.” 
 
See “Welcome to JNJ BTW” (http://goo.gl/mNcx4).  
 
 

Continues on next page… 
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Date Event Type Event Description                                  The Pharmaguy Social Media Timeline™  

8-Jun-07 Blog Launch of the first pharmaceutical product blog  
 
GSK launches AlliConnect to promote Alli, its newly approved over-the-counter 
(OTC) weight loss pill. “GSK and the Alli blog folks are to be commended for this 
blog, which allows anyone to submit comments,” said Pharmaguy. Alli marketers 
had to contend with “anal leakage” as a well-known adverse event. To meet the 
challenge, the Alli blog openly discussed the issue after recasting the problem as a 
“treatment effect.” 
 
See “GlaxoSmithKline launches official corporate blog for alli weight loss product" 
(http://goo.gl/hTuWh) and “Alli Newspeak: Oily Spotting is ‘Treatment Effect’” 
(http://goo.gl/C9qqx).  

29-Aug-07 Wikipedia Employees at Abbott Laboratories caught editing entries to Wikipedia 
 
Probably not the first time that pharma employees edited Wikipedia articles, but the 
first time they were caught and exposed in the media. The Abbott employees’ goal 
was to eliminate information questioning the safety of its top-selling drugs. The 
changes were part of over one thousand edits made from computers at Abbott’s 
offices. The incriminating evidence was obtained using WikiScanner, an indepen-
dent site that allows users to look up anonymous changes to Wikipedia articles.  
 
"Group Cites More Pharma Tampering with Wikipedia Entries" 
(http://goo.gl/mFrS9).  

30-Aug-07 YouTube First innovative use of YouTube by a pharmaceutical company 
 

 
 
Novartis’s FluFlix Video Contest on YouTube marks arguably the first innovative 
use of a YouTube channel owned by a pharmaceutical company. Comments were 
allowed! Pharmaguy said it was a near "perfect execution of the YouTube 'User-
Generated' Video Trick" in which people are encouraged to submit videos to 
YouTube that show how they ‘feel about influenza, commonly known as the flu, and 
how it can affect [their] everyday [lives].’" 
 
See "Novartis Attempts Perfect Execution of Web 2.0 Trick!" (http://goo.gl/cG0Og).  
 
 

Continues on next page… 
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Date Event Type Event Description                                  The Pharmaguy Social Media Timeline™  

15-Oct-07 Discussion 
Board 

Pfizer collaborates with the Sermo online physician community 
 

 
 
Sermo and Pfizer sign a deal whereby Pfizer gains access to the online physician 
community via surveys and sponsored content. More importantly, Pfizer physicians 
can join Sermo and openly participate in online physician conversations as long as 
they identify themselves as employees of Pfizer. A Sermo press release 
characterized the deal as a  "strategic collaboration designed to redefine the way 
physicians in the U.S. and the healthcare industry work together to improve patient 
care."  

Among the goals of this deal, Pfizer mentioned “Engage with the FDA to define 
guidelines for the use of social media in communications with healthcare profess-
sionals.” That may have been the first time any mention was made of FDA devel-
oping guidelines for pharma use of social media. 

Pharmaguy suggested that Pfizer could benefit from the deal by being able to 
identify a new class of physician opinion leaders who have “clout” in the online 
community. “This source of Web 2.0 enabled physician evangelists,” said 
Pharmaguy, “can spread the Pfizer gospel throughout the Net.” 
 
See "Pfizer has a Gold Mine in Sermo!" (http://goo.gl/u5wpW)  and "Pfizer 
Facebook a la Sermo?" (http://goo.gl/CjVrI).  

4-Mar-08 Blog First pharma company blog that openly talks about a specific medical 
condition and an Rx product 
 
Centocor launches CNTO411 lead by Michael Parks, Vice President of Corporate 
Communications. The blog posted comments on Centocor product-specific news 
and issues. REMICADE was mentioned in the inaugural posting. In that post 
Melissa Katz, Senior Director of Corporate Communications at Centocor, stated the 
blog's mission: "Many pharma companies have been reluctant to jump into the 
blogging space because of potential or perceived risks. We have started this blog 
because there are so many interesting things happening at our company, in our 
industry, and especially around immunology⎯the area in which we play. Although 
you can read about these things in the news or on other healthcare blogs, we want 
to join that conversation, because we have much to say." 
 
See "CNTO411: Centocor's Groundbreaking Blog" (http://goo.gl/BheN4).  
 

Continues on next page… 
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Date Event Type Event Description                                  The Pharmaguy Social Media Timeline™  

28-Mar-08 Discussion 
Board 

Johnson & Johnson purchases online patient community  
 
Johnson & Johnson purchase the Children with Diabetes (CWD) online patient 
community. Jeff Hitchcock, President and Founder of CWD, told members, “The 
Children with Diabetes business will operate independently within the Diabetes 
Franchise. We will use the added personnel and financial resources from the 
acquisition to enhance the CWD Web site and e-community, and to notably expand 
our Friends For Life conferences.” It is not known if J&J employees openly engage 
in conversations with patients and caregivers on the site. 
 
See "Children With Diabetes, Inc. joins Johnson & Johnson Diabetes Franchise" 
(http://goo.gl/UPy6F).  

16-Apr-08 FDA 
Regulation 

FDA issues first warning letter regarding an online video  
 
The video in question was displayed on Pfizer’s Viagra website and not on 
YouTube. "The video," says DDMAC in its letter to Pfizer CEO Jeff Kindler, "is 
misleading because it makes representations and suggestions about the use of 
Viagra for erectile dysfunction, but fails to disclose any risk information for the 
drug." Pfizer’s CEO said, “due to a technical error by the website, the safety 
information contained in a companion banner complementing the video was not 
displayed as instructed." 
 
See "Violative Viva Viagra Video - Still There!" (http://goo.gl/dutWI).  

6-May-08 YouTube First pharma YouTube channel 
 
Johnson & Johnson launched an unbranded YouTube health channel. “As I 
observe the ongoing dialog about health-related matters online,” said Rob Halper, 
Director of Video Communication at J&J, “I can’t help but think that companies like 
Johnson & Johnson can be more involved in this conversation⎯even if it is simply 
to share some basic information that have been gathered over the years. I’d like to 
think that perhaps this new health channel goes a small step towards getting us 
more involved with this discussion. Hmmm… one small step for Johnson & 
Johnson, one giant one for… well, you get the idea…” 
 
See “One Small Step” (http://goo.gl/jZWQ6).  

1-Jun-08 Facebook First pharma Facebook page 
 
McNeil Pediatrics launches ADHD Moms, but no comments from visitors are 
allowed on the wall. “Now to be fair, this Facebook page, still isn’t all that inter-
active,” said Marc Monseau, J&J spokesperson. “Though visitors can download 
podcasts, articles and participate in instant polls, they can’t post comments to the 
wall on the page. What they can do, though, is use their own Facebook pages to 
connect with other ADHD Moms fans. It’s a baby step, to be sure, but I understand 
the team is looking at other steps they can take to make it easier for people to 
share their insights into caring for kids with ADHD." 
 
See “J&J, Debbie Phelps, You, Me, Facebook: Is This Social Networking?” 
(http://goo.gl/UZU5R).  
 

Continues on next page… 
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Date Event Type Event Description                                  The Pharmaguy Social Media Timeline™  

28-Aug-08 FDA 
Regulation 

First indication that the “one-click rule” is not recognized by FDA 
 
FDA sends a notice of violation letter to Novartis Pharmaceuticals regarding Diovan 
Web banner ads that fail to mention side effects. FDA says, "... The banners, 
however, entirely omit all risk information... We note that a link to the PI and Patient 
Product Information (PPI) is included at the bottom of the banners. However, this 
does not mitigate the misleading omission of risk information from the banners." Jim 
Nail, CMO at TNS Media Intelligence/Cymfony, defined the “rule” this way: "...there 
is no 'official' FDA one-click rule...there is a 'received precedent' that if you have 
one click from your brand site to the PI or labeling information, that is acceptable. 
Or call it 'best practice'. Or call it just 'common practice'." Pharmaguy said, 
"pharmaceutical marketers have received a NEW precedent that may put to rest the 
'one-click rule.'" 
 
See "Death of the One-Click 'Rule' or 'Received Precedent' or Whatever!" 
(http://goo.gl/nvXms).  

25-Sep-08 FDA 
Regulation 

First FDA warning letter regarding YouTube video  
 
FDA sent a notice of violation letter to Shire Pharmaceuticals regarding a Vyvanse 
video that had been uploaded to YouTube and displayed on the Vyvanse Web site. 
FDA said, "Both the webpage and video overstate the efficacy of Adderall XR; the 
video also omits important information regarding the risks associated with Adderall 
XR use. Additionally, the webpage broadens the indication for Adderall XR by 
suggesting uses that have not been approved by FDA. Thus, the webpage and 
video misbrand the drug in violation of the Federal Food, Drug, and Cosmetic Act..." 
By the time FDA sent the letter, the video had been removed, which prompted 
Pharmaguy to comment, “By the time the FDA issues a warning letter about a DTC 
ad that violates FDA regulations⎯as it did on September 25, 2008, for a video 
testimonial featuring Ty Pennington posted on youtube.com by Shire⎯the cow has 
long left the barn.” 
 
See "Vyvanse Warning Letter: Too Late! Shire Got Rid of Ty Pennington Long 
Ago!" (http://goo.gl/iMr1F).  

6-Feb-09 YouTube First pharma Rx product branded YouTube channel 
 
AstraZeneca launches "My Asthma Story," a branded YouTube channel for its 
asthma drug, Symbicort. Viewer ratings were disabled and comments were subject 
to approval before posting.  The channel featured testimonial videos in widescreen, 
where patients describe their experiences with Symbicort. Some risk information 
scrolls across the bottom margin of the videos while they play, and a link to full PI 
information appears near the top of the channel page. Other fair balance 
information appears elsewhere on the page. The channel has since been shut 
down, claiming to be a "test of the waters online in order to find out how best to 
engage consumers." 
 
See “AZ launches branded YouTube channel, testimonial site” (http://goo.gl/nqJ2p).  
 

Continues on next page… 
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29-Mar-09 Twitter First pharma Twitter post to mention a brand name drug and indication  
 
Twitter posts (“tweets”) made by @AstraZenecaUS include the brand name of a 
drug (Crestor) and indications (e.g., "reduce CV risk" and "reduce risk of blood clots 
in the veins"), but do not include side effects. Both tweets link to AZ press releases 
that contain all the risk information. Pharmaguy asks, "Are Twitter posts considered 
promotions that are subject to FDA regulations?" 
 
See "Uh, Oh! Will FDA Cite this 'One-Click Rule' Twitter Post by AZ as Violative?" 
(http://goo.gl/VDqnx).  

1-Apr-09 FDA 
Regulation 

April Fools' post announcing FDA guidance on pharma's use of social media  
 

 
A fake FDA press release posted to Pharma Marketing Blog by Pharmaguy was 
widely believed to be authentic and was promulgated throughout the Internet. This 
occurred BEFORE the general public was aware of the famous 14 warning letters 
(see Timeline entry for 2-Apr-09.  
 
See "FDA Issues First-ever Draft Guidance on Pharma’s Use of Social Media!" 
(http://goo.gl/1z6Xz) and "The 14 Letters. Who at the FDA Knew What and When? 
FDA Intern Wants to Know!” (http://goo.gl/0owWj).  

2-Apr-09 FDA 
Regulation 

FDA issues 14 warning letters shooting down “one-click” rule 
 
FDA sends 14 letters to major pharmaceutical companies concerning their Google 
and Yahoo Rx paid search ads, which have limited space (e.g., 70 characters). 
Pharmaguy wondered if “ad agencies, including Google… encouraged or duped 
their pharma clients into running these ads?” (see "Girl from Google"; Timeline 
entry for 16-Nov-06). “Why doesn't the FDA develop a guidance around new 
media?” asked Mark Senak, author of EyeOnFDA.  “…it is clear that they don't think 
they have to do that. They do feel that the regulations as written, cover the 
situation.” 
 
See “14 Warning Letters in a Day! What’s That About?” (http://goo.gl/FRtyO).  
 

Continues on next page… 
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2-Apr-09 FDA 
Regulation 

Call for FDA to convene a public hearing on the use of social media by the 
pharmaceutical industry.  
 
Pharmaguy issues first public call for FDA public hearing on social media. “We 
should make sure that when it comes time for the FDA to actually create a guidance 
document on social media that it does it with input from ALL stakeholders," said 
Pharmaguy. He issued a petition stating "...it is necessary for the FDA to convene a 
PUBLIC HEARING where ALL stakeholders can participate in a discussion of the 
issues and provide the FDA with a good understanding of the Internet as it exists 
today and tomorrow. That understanding and knowledge can then be the basis for 
issuing guidance that will allow the pharmaceutical industry to contribute to the 
conversation online." 
 
See "Should FDA Convene a Public Hearing on Use of Social Media by Pharma?" 
(http://goo.gl/N2oFV) and "FDA, Tear Down This Wall! A Draft Petition Calling for a 
Public Hearing" (http://goo.gl/MDfvk).  

16-Jun-09 Discussion 
Board 

First pharma sponsored online patient community that embraces adverse 
events 
 
Biopharma company UCB and PatientsLikeMe, an online patient community, 
announce a strategic partnership to create an online, open epilepsy community that 
captures real-world experiences of people living with epilepsy in the U.S. 
"PatientsLikeMe.com is working with UCB to create a pharmacovigilance platform 
that will monitor the site for adverse events," reported MM&M, "utilizing 'a unique 
patient identifier,' and is looking to hire a full-time pharmacovigilance manager... 
Adverse events will be reported directly to the FDA." Pharmaguy said, “Social 
media advocates have long suggested that it is possible to handle any adverse 
events reported on pharma-sponsored sites, but no drug company was brave 
enough to be the first to try it⎯until now!” 
 
See "Finally, a Drug Company Embraces Social Media, AEs Included!" 
(http://goo.gl/H8tnx).  

18-Jun-09 Twitter First pharma Rx branded tweet 
 

 
 
Novo Nordisk’s branded diabetes spokesperson Charlie Kimball sends the first Rx 
branded tweet via his Race With Insulin Twitter account. Pharmaguy said the tweet 
is not subject to FDA regulation (it was essentially a reminder ad), but it violated the 
spirit of PhRMA's Guiding DTC principles, which forbids reminder ads in TV and in 
print ads. "A reminder ad of any sort⎯whether in print, TV, Web, or Twitter⎯is, 
IMHO, a form of spam," said Pharmaguy.  
 
See "Novo Nordisk's Branded (Levemir) Tweet is Sleazy Twitter Spam!" 
(http://goo.gl/y8vPu).  
 

Continues on next page… 
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21-Jul-09 Twitter Authenticity of Pfizer’s corporate Twitter account questioned 
 
Shortly after @pfizer_news posted its first tweet on 15-Jul-09, many people 
believed it was another "Pfony, Pfishy" Pfizer account because it looked unpro-
fessional (low res logo, etc.). @jonmrich posted this tweet: “@pharmaguy Have you 
confirmed with anyone from Pfizer that this is their official account? @pfizer_news. I 
haven't yet.” @pfizer_news tweeted; “@pharmaguy: John Mack – We are real! Ray 
Kerins will call you shortly.” Eventually, Ray Kerins, Head of Global Media Relations 
at Pfizer, tweeted that @pfizer_news was the real deal. He was delayed in 
responding because he had to appear in traffic court and did not have Internet 
access. 
 
See "Pfizer's Social Media Strategy: Piss Off John Mack, Get Hundreds of New 
Followers!" (http://goo.gl/VRCtA).  

29-Jul-09 Blog Patient bloggers make case to be hired to manage pharma online 
communities 
 
Roche Diabetes Care invites diabetes bloggers (“Health Activists”) to a Social 
Media Summit in Orlando, Florida. According to patient blogger (Lemonade Life) 
Allison Blass, the Roche Diabetes Social Media Summit “is like Christmas, 
Thanksgiving and a family reunion with people you actually like all combined into 
one.” At an industry conference afterward Blass said, "the only way to sustain 
growth and involvement in a [online] community is to have someone who actually 
does it [manage social media interactions with patients] as their job... to become the 
person who is known and loved by the community." Pharmaguy said, “It makes 
perfect sense that pharma should have full-time employees managing their social 
media initiatives. However, it becomes problematic when pharma companies hire 
patient advocates to monitor other [third-party] communities or to represent them in 
[such] communities. 
 
See “Roche Diabetes Social Media Summit” (http://goo.gl/KRHJU) and "Some 
Social Media Patient Opinion Leaders Want to be Paid Pharma Professionals" 
(http://goo.gl/80Buz).  

31-Aug-09 Twitter First pharma live tweet stream from a major medical conference 
 
Boehringer Ingelheim (BI)⎯a privately held German pharmaceutical company⎯ 
completes the first-ever social media campaign promoting the results of a clinical 
study (RE-LY®). "BI seems to be ahead of the pharma pack in using social media 
to woo journalists and physicians rather than the general public via Twitter and 
other social media," said Pharmaguy. 
 
See "Full BOEHR(inger) Social Media Reporting of RELY Trial Results" 
(http://goo.gl/hoFjo).  
 

Continues on next page… 
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21-Sep-09 FDA 
Regulation 

FDA announces public hearing on promotion of drugs on Internet & via social 
media 
 

 
 
FDA says, "FDA is seeking participation in the public hearing and written comments 
from all interested parties, including, but not limited to, consumers, patients, care-
givers, health care professionals, patient groups, Internet vendors, advertising 
agencies, and the regulated industry. This meeting and the written comments are 
intended to help guide FDA in making policy decisions on the promotion of human 
and animal prescription drugs and biologics and medical devices using the Internet 
and social media tools." Pharmaguy said, “The pharmaceutical industry and readers 
of [Pharma Marketing Blog] have long supported such a hearing.” Eighty-eight 
percent of respondents to a Pharmaguy poll agree that before issuing any guid-
ance, FDA should convene a public hearing in which ALL the stakeholders can put 
on record their suggestions and concerns. 
 
See "FDA Announces Public Hearing on Promotion of Drugs on Internet & via 
Social Media. This is NOT a Hoax!" (http://goo.gl/dAR5n).  
 

Continues on next page… 
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7-Oct-09 Twitter First pharma Twitter account focused on medical condition 
 
Shire launches Twitter account focused on ADHD: @adhdsupport. “Help with 
ADHD starts here.,” proclaims the first tweet. The account does not follow anyone, 
so DMs (direct messages) to Shire are not possible, which means that the company 
does not have to deal with adverse event reports it may receive via Twitter. Users 
are instructed to call a phone number instead. 
 
See "Shire Implements First Ever Integrated Phone-Assisted Social Network 
Marketing Campaign for ADHD!" (http://goo.gl/ywFDF).  

12-Nov-09 FDA 
Regulation 

FDA hosts a 2-day public hearing on FDA-Regulated Medical Products Using 
the Internet and Social Media Tools 
 
Pharmaguy said, "As opposed to the first Internet FDA public hearing in 1996, this 
one hammered into the FDA's head how important the Internet is for health 
information seekers. Speaker after speaker made the point: the Internet can no 
longer be ignored if you are serious about protecting the public health. This time, 
pharmaceutical companies also made the same point." 
 
See "FDA Social Media Hearing Day 1: My Key Takeaways" (http://goo.gl/w6oBj).  

13-Nov-09 FDA 
Regulation 

Tom Abrams admits that the Internet is a "different medium” 
 
At the close of the public hearing, Tom Abrams, Director of FDA's Division of Drug 
Marketing, Advertising, and Communications (DDMAC), said, "what we have heard 
is it's a different medium." This gave hope to all present that the FDA would issue 
guidance specific for the promotion of Rx products via the Internet. See, however, 
Timeline entry for 2-Jun-11 for an ominous sign that FDA is not yet ready to do that. 
 
See "FDA Social Media Hearing Day 1: My Key Takeaways" (http://goo.gl/w6oBj).  

19-Nov-09 FDA 
Regulation 

First pharma search ad to use Google’s new format  
 
Bayer Pharmaceutical uses Google's new "proposed" Adword format for its YAZ 
search campaign. This format was first publicly revealed at FDA’s November, 2009, 
public hearing. In its comments to the FDA after the hearing, Google said, “Google 
proposes formatting standards for sponsored links that include product claims and 
for sponsored links that promote “black box” prescription drugs [e.g., YAZ]. We 
believe that the proposed standards would effectively communicate important 
information to consumers and meet FDA regulatory requirements within the space 
limitations of such links, while ensuring that links include sufficient information to be 
relevant and responsive to consumer search queries.” Google also proposed a new 
ad format for drugs without black box warnings. NOTE: Drugs with “black box” 
warnings are subject to more stringent regulation by the FDA; i.e., no “reminder” 
ads that just mention the drug name and not the condition it treats. 
 
See "Is Google the New FDA?" (http://goo.gl/KfdEM).  
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26-Jan-10 FDA 
Regulation 

FDA issues warning letter regarding "patient" videos on Rx brand website 
 
In a Notice of Violation letter to Lilly, FDA cited two videos supposedly submitted by 
patients who take ADCIRCA, Lilly's drug approved for the treatment of Pulmonary 
Arterial Hypertension (PAH). Most likely these were not actual patients. Real or not, 
FDA did not approve! 
 
See “FDA Blasts Lilly's PAH eCommunity Videos!” (http://goo.gl/0ZOtP).  

26-Feb-10 FDA 
Regulation 

Pfizer contends that FDA’s proposed social media guidance "raises First 
Amendment concerns" 
 
In comments submitted to the FDA, Pfizer contended that "for FDA to regulate in 
this sensitive area through guidance instead of rulemaking inherently raises First 
Amendment concerns because of the nature of the process used to develop 
guidance, and the nature of the Agency pronouncements that result." Guidance, 
said Pfizer, is too vague and engenders "extensive litigation." Pfizer "believes it 
would be imprudent for FDA to repeat this pattern of seeking to address an entirely 
new field of conduct, where First Amendment rights are clearly at stake, without the 
discipline that comes with a rulemaking proceeding. Further, since the WLF 
litigation, the courts have only become more aggressive in policing FDA regulation 
of speech." In a follow up April Fool’s blog post, Pharmaguy hinted that the threat of 
first-amendment legal issues might delay the issuance of social media guidance. 
 
See " Pfizer Asks for New FDA Regulations, Not Guidance, for Social Media" 
(http://goo.gl/Osqz9) and "WLF & Pfizer Ask Court to Block FDA Guidance on 
Social Media" (http://goo.gl/xWyU8).  

28-Feb-10 FDA 
Regulation 

Public comment period ends regarding FDA regulation of pharma's use of 
Internet and social media tools 
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Public comment period ends regarding FDA regulation of pharma's use of 
Internet and social media tools 
Continued from previous page. 
 
Seventy different entities submitted one or more comments to the docket. These 
submitters can be organized into the following eight general categories: 
 

1. HCP Org - Health Professional (HP) or HP Assn. 
2. Search Engine - Google and Yahoo! 
3. Trade Media - Blog, newsletter, publication focused on drug industry news 
4. Pharma Company - Drug, device, or diagnostic company 
5. Consumer Advocate - Individual or consumer advocacy group 
6. Industry Advocate - Trade association or ad hoc group 
7. Health Website - Patient, physician, or health activist focus 
8. Industry Service Provider - Marketing, communications, ad or PR agency 

that provides services to drug industry 
 
See “Consumer Advocates Step Up and Submit Comments to FDA Regarding 
Regulation of Social Media” (http://goo.gl/7iyZT).  

15-Mar-10 Facebook Pharma Facebook page attacked by a “disgruntled” patient 
 

The pharmaceutical industry’s worst fear was realized 
when a “disgruntled patient” posted multiple adverse 
event messages and photos on the wall of a Sanofi-
Aventis Facebook page (VOICES). The page did not 
have comments turned off and did not include any 
terms of use. Pharmaguy said, "A precedent has been 
set by this experience, which does not bode well for 
the future of pharma social media." 
 
See "Disgruntled Patient Shuts Down sanofi-aventis 
Facebook Page" (http://goo.gl/RITdm)  and "What 

Sanofi-Aventis Learned from Its Facebook Experience & What the Experts 
Recommend It Do Now" (http://goo.gl/mmdEQ).  

16-Mar-10 Facebook Facebook overtakes Google as the most visited Web site in the U.S.  
 
"Why open up a Facebook page, which looks like just another product website, 
especially if you are not going to accept and publish comments to the Wall?", asked 
Pharmaguy. His answer: "The REAL reason for launching Facebook pages is 
because of Facebook's POPULARITY and the number of 'eyeballs' it can deliver, 
not the number of conversations." At the time, few, if any, pharma Facebook pages 
allowed comments to be posted. 
 
See “Drug Companies Are Flocking to Facebook for Eyeballs, Not Conversation” 
(http://goo.gl/9Hg0D).  
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15-Jun-10 FDA 
Regulation 

FDA says it plans to issue multiple guidance documents on Internet 
promotion  
 
“What had been envisioned as a massive, all-encompassing guidance on Internet 
promotion is being retooled as multiple guidances to address specific issues in the 
online realm," said Tom Abrams, head of the Center for Drug Evaluation and 
Research's Division of Drug Marketing, Advertising and Communications (DDMAC) 
during a panel discussion at the Drug Information Association's annual meeting in 
Washington, D.C. "Technology is evolving so much, we don't want the guidance to 
become quickly outdated," Abrams explained. Previously, in November, 2009, 
Pharmaguy suggested that the FDA should issue social media guidance in several 
"baby" steps rather than in one big step. "If FDA decides to bite off more than it can 
chew," said Pharmaguy, "it will take a long time to issue any guidance and 
whatever it comes up with will be out of date as soon as it is published. Just as the 
industry has been advised to take ‘baby steps’ when getting involved in new media, 
the FDA should also take baby steps when regulating the Internet. It should⎯as 
many suggested⎯set up a task force composed of different stakeholders to advise 
them on which issues to tackle at any given time." 
 
"I Predicted It: Social Media Guidance Likely To Be Split Into Multiple Documents" 
(http://goo.gl/ByGoP) and "FDA Social Media Guidelines Best Done in Baby Steps" 
(http://goo.gl/UZJfz).  

29-Jul-10 FDA 
Regulation 

FDA cited a "Facebook Share" social media widget for violating Rx 
promotional regulations 
 

 
 
In a notice of violation letter to Novartis, FDA cited as a Facebook widget that 
appeared on the Tasigna Website. The widget contained Novartis-created 
information for Tasigna that can be shared with Facebook users (i.e., “shared 
content”). FDA said: "The shared content is misleading because it makes 
representations about the efficacy of Tasigna but fails to communicate any risk 
information associated with the use of this drug." Pharmaguy said, “This looks very 
much like one of those infamous Google bAdwords.” This is the first time FDA cited 
content that is usually hidden but made visible by social media tools.  
 
See “Implications of FDA’s Warning Letter to Novartis Regarding Facebook Share 
Widget” (http://goo.gl/r7oDf) and "Are Organic Search Results Next on FDA's 
Chopping Block?" (http://goo.gl/2N12f).  
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16-Aug-10 Policies & 
Guidelines 

First publicly disclosed social media guidelines for pharma employees 
 
Roche publishes guidelines that are "ground rules" for its employees participating in 
online communications. There are "7 Rules for PERSONAL online activities 
Speaking 'about” Roche' and "7 Rules for PROFESSIONAL online activities 
Speaking 'on behalf of' Roche." General advice: "Once you enter the dialogue, you 
will have to live up to the expectations of others regarding appropriate and 
knowledgeable responses, as well as commit to follow-up over a longer period of 
time. Define a clear plan and responsibilities as with any other communication 
project." Roche promises to update the rules as necessary, "given the fast changes 
and continuous new developments in this area." Pharmaguy said, "Why can't FDA 
also take this 'modify as necessary' approach when issuing THEIR guidelines?" 
 
See "Roche Social Media Guidelines" (http://goo.gl/h454X).  

7-Oct-10 Facebook The first official pharma Facebook page to allow comments without pre-
screening  
 

Janssen Pharmaceuticals (UK) launches Psoriasis360, 
a Facebook page that posts comments WITHOUT first 
being reviewed for acceptable content. Alex Butler, 
Digital Strategy and Social Media Manager at Janssen, 
said, "We believe strongly that people should be able 
to share their views in an open a manner as possible 
for a regulated industry and the commenting policy 
reflects this attitude." Janssen, however, reserves the 
right to remove any comments "if they directly talk 
about medication or could be offensive to people." 
 
See "Markets as Conversations: Can You Have a 
Discussion with 'Psoriasis 360' on Facebook?" 
(http://goo.gl/uqndN). 

19-Oct-10 Award First Pharmaguy Social Media Pioneer Award  
 
This coveted award was presented to Alex Butler, 
Digital Strategy and Social Media Manager at 
Janssen UK, who graciously received the "shirt off 
my back" at the 4th Annual Digital Pharma East 
conference. 
 
See "First Pharmaguy Social Media Pioneer Award 
Given to Janssen's Alex Butler" (http://goo.gl/X8gtO). 
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31-Oct-10 Policies & 
Guidelines 

Call for more transparency with regard to pharma and patient blogger 
interactions 
 
"Patient bloggers are high up on pharma's list of people they'd like to influence,” 
said Pharmaguy. “Pharma companies MUST make known their transparency policy 
with regard to social media. I'm not talking about their policy for how they expect 
their employees to behave when engaged in social media discussions [see Roche 
guidelines, Timeline entry for 16-Aug-10]. I'm talking about policy regarding how the 
corporation will behave in relationships with patients and how they will reveal those 
relationships." Pharmaguy cited examples of pharma companies who wine and dine 
patient bloggers. The industry might wish to develop such policies before Congress 
proposes a “Pharma-Patient Blogger Sunshine Law.” 
 
See "A Call for Pharma Social Media Transparency Guidelines for Patient 
Bloggers" (http://goo.gl/pHCSQ).  

1-Nov-10 FDA 
Regulation 

Prediction: First internet guidelines from FDA are likely to address the space 
limitation issue 
 
The FDA has stated that it will issue multiple social media guidance documents 
(see Timeline entry for 15-Jun-10). Pharmaguy predicts that the first guidance 
issued by the FDA will focus on the issue of space limitation. His argument: "At 
least 14 of the 17 2009 letters (82%) that were Internet-related concerned the issue 
of space limitations specifically related to search ads. That was the shot heard 
round the pharma world. Because of that action by FDA, pharma drastically cut 
back on its purchase of Google Adwords, which may account for 40% of its online 
promotional spend. In fact, Google⎯in collaboration with the FDA⎯has come up 
with a solution to this problem, which the FDA is sure to endorse in its upcoming 
guidelines. The (beta) format has even been used by at least one pharmaceutical 
company and the FDA did not send out any letters regarding that use. In other 
words, FDA is primed to issue guidance backed by a real world example to illustrate 
how to apply the guidance. It's a no-brainer as they say." Later developments, 
however, make this prediction unlikely (see Timeline entry for 1-Jun-2011). 
 
See "First Internet Guidelines from FDA Likely to Address Space Limitation Issue" 
(http://goo.gl/lQxSs).  

1-Dec-10 Policies & 
Guidelines 

AstraZeneca publishes White Paper: "Social Media and the Pharmaceutical 
Industry."  
 
On October 14, 2010, AstraZeneca held a roundtable focused on “Examining the 
Roles of the FDA and the Pharmaceutical Industry in Social Media” in New York 
City. Members of Google’s Health Industry Team facilitated the meeting and 
participants included a number of influential health bloggers and online thought 
leaders. The meeting sought specific feedback on AstraZeneca’s principles and 
regulatory framework and included an open and frank discussion about the role of 
the FDA and the pharmaceutical industry in social media. The white paper is a 
summary of the feedback and insights rom that meeting. 
 
See "Social Media and the Pharmaceutical Industry" (http://goo.gl/XSzF9).  
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21-Dec-10 FDA 
Regulation 

FDA announces delay in issuing SM guidelines 
 
Instead of issuing guidelines by the "end of 2010," 
FDA sets the end of the first quarter, 2011, as the 
goal. "Our goal is to issue one draft guidance that 
addresses at least one of these topics during the first 
quarter of 2011," said FDA in a press release, "but 
we cannot comment any further at this point as to 
exactly when any draft guidance will issue or any 
specific order in which the topics will be addressed. 
The public will be notified officially when any guid-
ance is issued via Federal Register announcements." 
 
See "Scrooge FDA Delays Laying Social Media 
Guidelines Golden Egg: Why?" (http://goo.gl/IPuO2).  

16-Feb-11 Twitter First-ever live Twitter chat hosted by a pharmaceutical company 
 
AstraZeneca made this announcement via Twitter: "AstraZeneca 
(@AstraZenecaUS) will host a one-hour chat on Twitter at 8 p.m. EDT on Wednes-
day, February 16 to raise awareness about helping patients save money through 
prescription savings programs." Pharmaguy said, "This is quite gutsy of AZ con-
sidering that anyone can 'join' the chat simply by posting a message containing the 
#rxsave hashtag.  And anyone can post messages about AZ drugs and mention 
side effects too even though AZ might say that it will not respond to questions about 
specific drugs." There were indeed attempts by a few people to "hijack" the conver-
sation. But despite their attempts to ask "the tough questions" about off-label 
promotion of drugs and Seroquel side effects, everyone completely ignored the 
hijackers and the conversation continued as if these people were not even there. 
AZ, however, did not totally ignore these tweets and responded to a few. 
 
See "OMG! AstraZeneca Hosts Twitter Chat & World Does NOT End!" 
(http://goo.gl/DPR8Z).  

5-Apr-11 Policies & 
Guidelines 

British pharmaceutical industry issues "informal" social media guidance 
 
The Prescription Medicines Code of Practice Authority (PMCPA), which oversees 
the self-regulatory code of the Association of the British Pharmaceutical Industry 
(ABPI), publishes "informal guidance" providing the drug industry advice on how to 
use online communications. Most of the advice is merely to follow the existing ABPI 
Code of Practice, which "applies irrespective of the method of communication." One 
specific guideline for tweets, however, did emphasize that if mention is made of a 
prescription medicine, the audience must be limited to physicians, a condition 
nearly impossible to guarantee using Twitter. 
 
See "Brits Beat FDA & PhRMA: Issue Social Media Guidance for Pharma" 
(http://goo.gl/5vmOy).  
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8-Apr-11 Facebook Facebook to REQUIRE comments from users to be posted on pharma pages 
 
Several agencies were informed that Facebook would soon (as of August 15, 2011) 
require that comments be turned on for all pages, including pharmaceutical 
company pages. There will be an exception in cases where branded products are 
mentioned and package insert information is included. It's unclear what effect this 
will have on current and future pharma Facebook initiatives. 
 
See "New Facebook Policy "Kind of Hurts" Pharma Marketers" (http://goo.gl/StIj0) 
and listen to this podcast: "Pharma Facebook Commenting Changes: The 'Final' 
Story" (http://goo.gl/MZPkD)  

27-Apr-11 YouTube Sanofi-Aventis launches WhyInsulin branded YouTube channel 
 
"Importantly, the site allows visitors to submit comments, which is rarely something 
pharma companies do," said Pharmaguy. It also is a rare Rx branded (LANTUS) 
social media site. As of this writing, however, there were no visitor comments 
posted on the site. 
 
See "YouTube Interruptus! Dear WhyInsulin: WHY the Dreadful LANTUS Safety 
Information Blue Screen and Voiceover?" (http://goo.gl/b874j).  

28-Apr-11 FDA 
Regulation 

FDA again misses its goal of issuing guidelines in a timely fashion 
 
Now everyone is wondering why the delay? One reason may be a series of 
proposed studies by the FDA designed to test different ways of presenting 
prescription drug risk and benefit information on branded drug Web sites. "This 
research is relevant to current policy questions and debate and will complement 
qualitative research we plan to conduct on issues surrounding social media," said 
FDA in the Federal Register notice. "The original regulations that presently 
determine FDA’s position on DTC promotion were written at a time when the 
available media for DTC promotion were print and broadcast, and the primary 
audience was health care professionals. This dynamic is shifting, and evidence is 
needed to support guidance development." Pharmaguy said, "This is BAD news for 
all us who have been waiting since November 2009 for the FDA to issues specific 
guidelines for use of the Internet and social media in promoting Rx drugs." 
 
See "FDA's Proposed Web Study Will Further Delay Social Media Guidelines" 
(http://goo.gl/ieUwp).  

11-May-11 Policies & 
Guidelines 

Launch of the Open-Access Social Media Guide for pharma  
 
Dr. Bertalan Mesko, a medical blogger and a manager of medical projects in 
Wikipedia created this wiki document. “We launched this project because we 
believe a set of guides is very much needed either for medical professionals and 
patients, or pharma about using social media properly and legally,” said Mesko. It is 
claimed to be "an open-access set of guidelines that pharma companies could use 
for free and personalize for their own needs and preferences." 
 
See "Open-Access Social Media Guide for Pharma: Launched!" 
(http://goo.gl/8dZOf).  
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21-May-11 FDA 
Regulation 

FDA Involvement in criminal investigation of Google may further delay social 
media guidelines 
 
Pharmaguy speculates that there is evidence that the delay in issuing social media 
guidance by FDA may be due to the legal case against Google and online 
pharmacies by the Department of Justice. Pharmaguy's "conspiracy theory" states 
that that the FDA’s infamous 14 warning letters sent to major pharma companies 
regarding violative search engine ads may have been a "shot across Google’s 
bow," intended to force Google to halt its acceptance of ads from "illegal" online 
pharmacies. It turns out that the FDA was involved in the case:  "As part of the 
criminal investigation," said a Wall Street Journal article, "undercover agents for the 
Food and Drug Administration contacted Google posing as representatives from 
rogue Internet pharmacies." 
 
See "FDA, DOJ, & Google: Conspiracy Theory, Part 2" (http://goo.gl/ODErL).   

1-Jun-11 FDA 
Regulation 

FDA Drops Social Media from Its 2011 Guidance Agenda 
 
Pharmaguy discovers that FDA’s "Guidance Agenda: New & Revised Draft 
Guidances CDER is Planning to Publish During Calendar Year 2011" does NOT 
include "Promotion of Prescription Drug Products Using Social Media Tools", which 
WAS on the 2010 Agenda. “Hah! I was right all along,” tweeted @MaverickNY. 
 
See “FDA Drops Social Media from Its 2011 Guidance Agenda” 
(http://bit.ly/kl3BDE) and “First FDA Social Media Guidance to Address Responding 
to ‘Unsolicited Requests’ for Off-label Information” (http://goo.gl/gPKus).  

2-Jun-11 FDA 
Regulation 

Prediction: Responding to unsolicited statements/requests on pharma social 
media sites likely to be addressed first by FDA guidance 
 
Pharmaguy revises his 1-Nov-2010 prediction regarding the first social media issue 
likely to be addressed by FDA guidance. The Social Media Working Group, which 
includes representatives from several pharmaceutical companies, envisioned a 
scenario that involved "off-label" use of a company's drug being mentioned on the 
company’s social media site by a visitor. "With off-label questions there is already 
an accepted way for companies to in a compliant fashion respond to those 
questions," said a Working Group spokesperson, but "It's difficult to apply the same 
criteria here with the off-label statements." 
 
See “First FDA Social Media Guidance to Address Responding to ‘Unsolicited 
Requests’ for Off-label Information” (http://goo.gl/gPKus). 

 
You are encouraged to submit corrections, additions or comments online here: http://goo.gl/3kEa9  
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